RAPE SENTENCING: WE’RE ALL MAD ABOUT BROCK TURNER, BUT NOW WHAT?

By Claire Kebodeaux

I. INTRODUCTION

In January 2015, a twenty-three-year-old woman woke up in a hospital in California to the news someone had raped her. Earlier that night, two graduate students biking across campus witnessed Brock Turner rape her behind a dumpster while she was lying unconscious. The woman learned the explicit details of her assault as she sat at work, reading the news. Turner was found guilty of three counts of sexual assault. At Turner’s sentencing, the victim read aloud a powerful victim impact statement stressing that, “the probation officer’s recommendation of a year or less in county jail is a soft time-out, a mockery of the seriousness of his assaults, and of the consequences of the pain I have been forced to endure.” Judge Persky sentenced Turner to six months in county jail. He spent only three months in jail, amounting to exactly half of his sentence.

Turner’s lenient sentence spawned public outrage, generating countless
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blog posts, comments, articles, and petitions.8 A petition that circulated to recall Judge Persky obtained more than one million signatures.9 In response to the public outcry, California passed a bill imposing mandatory minimum sentences for offenders who sexually assault an unconscious person.10 While mandatory minimums are one approach to fixing sentencing—and one way to address public outcry about rape sentencing issues—they are an imperfect solution to a complicated problem.

Adjudicating rape involves confronting many issues at every step of an already lengthy process—from reporting to prosecuting to sentencing. While there are many different approaches to various issues that come with adjudicating rape, this article will focus solely on sentencing.11 The current state of rape sentencing is unacceptable to both sex crime victims and the public as a whole. This article argues that the best solution to help victims of certain sex crimes is restorative justice, a community-based solution that gives agency back to victims. Part II of this article gives a brief overview of American rape law. Part III describes past sentencing regimes for rape and the current sentencing status quo. Part IV explains why mandatory minimums are not the solution. Part V offers restorative justice as an alternative to sentencing in specific cases of acquaintance rape and misdemeanor sex crimes. Part VI concludes and emphasizes that rape is a multifaceted issue that cannot be solved by hastily formed sentencing solutions.

II. HISTORY OF RAPE LAW

The traditional common law definition of a female, forcibly and against her will.12 If a woman did not use “all of her powers of resistance and defense,” a jury could infer that the act was not against

11. Anyone regardless of age, gender, race, or nationality can be raped or sexually assaulted, but the scope of this article will leave out any discussion of child rape. The discussion in this article will focus on rape generally, without going into gender; however, most data used in this article is measured with samples of males raping females.
her will.\textsuperscript{13} Traditional rape law was very heteronormative, concerned only with a man’s penetration of a woman. Because society accepted that women were prone to lie about rape to cover up “premarital intercourse, infidelity, pregnancy, or disease, or to retaliate against an ex-lover,” many jurisdictions required corroboration.\textsuperscript{14} Courts required prosecutors to present evidence other than the victim’s testimony in order to corroborate the story.\textsuperscript{15}

In the 1960s and ’70s, reformers sought to change the common law definition of rape. In 1962, the Model Penal Code (MPC) attempted to move away from the common law definition.\textsuperscript{16} However, the MPC did not stray very far from common law.\textsuperscript{17} The new definition failed to include marital rape, was confined to a male raping a female, and included a force requirement.\textsuperscript{18} In the 1970s, reformers attempted to change four areas of concern: the definition of rape, evidentiary rules, statutory age of consent, and the penalty structure.\textsuperscript{19} In updating the definition of rape, many states changed rape and other sex crimes to “a series of gender-neutral graded offenses with commensurate penalties.”\textsuperscript{20}

Other evidentiary rule reforms included removing the corroboration element and instituting rape shield laws. Before these reforms, corroboration requirements dictated that the prosecutor verify all essential elements of a case, including penetration and non-consent.\textsuperscript{21} The corroboration requirement stunted rape prosecutions because rapes are typically not committed in the presence of witnesses; removing the corroboration requirement allowed for increased prosecution of rapes.\textsuperscript{22} Rape shield laws restrict the admissibility of the victim’s past sexual history at trial.\textsuperscript{23} These laws protect victims from being victimized a second time on the witness stand.\textsuperscript{24} Rape shield laws are intended to keep the
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victim from cross-examination on potentially embarrassing or prejudicial details of her sex life. Rape shield laws were established to combat the widely held, but inaccurate, beliefs that women who have more sex are more likely to consent to sex on any given occasion and that promiscuous women are more likely to testify untruthfully about consent. The rape shield statutes were not without their detractors, however; they are heavily criticized because they infringe on a defendant’s right to confront and cross-examine adverse witnesses.

Current definitions of rape vary from state to state, but generally include (1) a sex act and non-consent or (2) a sex act, non-consent, and force. Many jurisdictions still have a force requirement for rape. The amount of force and type of force required also varies from state to state, as do specific sex acts that constitute rape or sexual assault. Many consider Michigan to have the model statute because of its exhaustive definition of sexual penetration, stated as “sexual intercourse, cunnilingus, fellatio, anal intercourse, or any other intrusion, however slight, of any part of a person’s body or of any object into the genital or anal opening of another person’s body, but the emission of semen is not required.”

III. CURRENT SENTENCING

According to the Rape Abuse & Incest National Network (RAINN), “out of every 1000 rapes, 994 perpetrators will walk free.” Six out of a thousand rapists will be incarcerated, compared to twenty out of a thousand robbers and thirty-three out of a thousand batterers. Scott Berkowitz, RAINN’s president and founder, believes “this staggering statistic sends a clear message to offenders that they can commit this horrible crime and get away with it.” Berkowitz also believes that “the single most important thing we can do to prevent rape is to put more rapists in prison.”

The two factors that are most predictive of sentence length for any crime
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are the seriousness of the offense and the defendant’s criminal record.\textsuperscript{36} For rape, these factors do not make as much sense as they do in other crimes, because most rapes occur in a context where the defendant does not have a prior criminal record and the victim and defendant know each other.\textsuperscript{37} Only 13.8\% of women report being raped by a stranger.\textsuperscript{38} The majority of women are raped by a partner (51.1\%), acquaintance (40.8\%), or family member (12.5\%).\textsuperscript{39} For male victims, the statistic goes up slightly, with 15.1\% reporting being raped by a stranger.\textsuperscript{40}

Rapists have high levels of recidivism and “research shows that not only do an alarmingly high number of perpetrators of rape reoffend, but also that repeat offenders commit the vast majority of rapes.”\textsuperscript{41} In a study of 126 incarcerated rapists, the rapists committed a total of 907 rapes involving 882 victims.\textsuperscript{42} The average number of victims per rapist was seven.\textsuperscript{43}

In a statistical analysis comparing the prosecution of sexual assault to other crimes, sexual assault offenders were more likely to be imprisoned when the offender was unemployed or when there were multiple witnesses, two factors that had no effect on the length of sentence for persons convicted of non-sex offenses.\textsuperscript{44} In a statistical analysis of the seventy-five most populous counties in America, the median length of incarceration rapists received at sentencing was four years.\textsuperscript{45}

Less than 50\% of people arrested for rape are convicted, compared to a 69\% conviction rate for murder and a 61\% conviction rate for robbery.\textsuperscript{46} Twenty-one percent of convicted rapists are never sentenced to jail, while 24\% of convicted rapists spend only eleven months in jail.\textsuperscript{47} Prosecutors tend to recommend, and judges tend to sentence, all first-time violent offenders to lighter sentences, based on the assumption that first-time offenders are less dangerous than repeat offenders and first-time offenders will not reoffend.\textsuperscript{48}
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This assumption, however, does not apply to rape cases, because rapists have a high rate of reoffending. Rapists are also given lighter sentences compared to other crimes due to societal and community assumptions. When the community believes that a rape by an acquaintance is less severe than a stranger rape, or a victim is to blame for drinking at a bar, judges in that community are less likely to hand down severe sentences. When the community assumes “that a rapist who is young and otherwise an exemplary student and athlete is not sufficiently dangerous to send to prison, then [the community is] likely to see less severe sentences.” Prosecutors and judges perceiving first-time rapists as not dangerous coupled with societal leniency towards rapists results in lighter sentences for rapists compared to other offenders.

While in theory the victim’s race should not be a factor in sentencing, in reality the victim’s race impacts sentence length. Even when criminal history, offense type, and details of the crime are controlled for, the race and sex of victims matter in the sentencing of homicide cases. The race and sex of victims matter in vehicular homicides sentencing, even though vehicular homicide is a crime “in which victims are almost always random and blameless.” Even with “all other variables being equal, a drunk driver who kills a woman will receive a sentence 50% longer than one who kills a man, and a driver who kills a black victim will receive a sentence 50% shorter than one who kills a white victim.” Although sex crimes and vehicular homicides are different crimes, these statistics demonstrate that the race and sex of the victim do impact sentence length. There is no reason to think that race and sex of a victim do not have an impact on sentence length for sex crimes.

Some trial courts have broad discretion when sentencing. Judicial discretion is important for many reasons. Laws will not perfectly apply to every set of facts and not every decision can be reviewed on appeal. Judges must be able to adjust the sentence to fit the needs of specific cases. The Supreme Court has acknowledged that judges have “broad discretion in sentencing—since the nineteenth century shift in this country from statutes providing fixed-term sentences to those providing judges discretion within a permissible range.”

The different types of sentencing schemes are: determinate, indeterminate,
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mandatory minimum, and presumptive guidelines.\textsuperscript{59} States may choose one scheme for all crimes or may use different sentencing schemes for different crimes. Determinate sentences are sentences with a fixed term.\textsuperscript{60} These sentences have a release date and are not reviewed by a parole board.\textsuperscript{61} Indeterminate sentences give a judge discretion to set a minimum and maximum sentence, and a parole board can decide when, within that range, a person is released.\textsuperscript{62} Sentencing guidelines, developed by a sentencing commission, are “explicit and highly structured, relying on a quantitative scoring instrument.”\textsuperscript{63} Mandatory minimums are exactly what they sound like: minimum sentences specified by statute that are applied to all convictions of a certain crime.\textsuperscript{64} Twenty states have determinate sentencing and twenty-nine states have indeterminate sentencing.\textsuperscript{65} All fifty states and the District of Columbia have some form of mandatory minimums, but the term ‘mandatory minimum’ is broadly defined and varies in every state.\textsuperscript{66} Seventeen states reported having mandatory minimums for sex offenses as of February 1994.\textsuperscript{67}

California passed new laws in response to the outrage over Brock Turner.\textsuperscript{68} Governor Jerry Brown signed into law a bill that imposes mandatory minimums for sexual assaults.\textsuperscript{69} Governor Brown is usually against adding more mandatory minimums, but he believes mandatory minimums bring “a measure of parity to sentencing for criminal acts that are substantially similar.”\textsuperscript{70} The law also dispenses with the force requirement as it pertains to sentencing.\textsuperscript{71} Previously, California classified sexual assaults on unconscious or intoxicated victims as lacking force.\textsuperscript{72} That distinction was important because under California’s old statute, force “would trigger a mandatory denial of probation.”\textsuperscript{73} Under the new law, probation will be denied in all sexual assault cases where penetration occurs.\textsuperscript{74}
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IV. WHY MANDATORY MINIMUMS ARE NOT THE ANSWER

Mandatory minimums are a hastily formed solution to a nuanced problem. They are racially biased and bad for public policy because they switch discretion from judges to prosecutors.

Mandatory minimum sentences for sexual offenses are not the solution to the sentencing problem, primarily because mandatory minimums disproportionately affect men of color.\textsuperscript{75} While drug laws and rape laws are different, the information about mandatory minimums for drug laws can be applied to rape laws. While this is not a perfect comparison, mandatory minimums imposed by rape laws and those imposed by drug laws will likely have substantially similar effects. Mandatory minimums also increase the amount of people incarcerated. In 2008, the statistics showed that “more than one in every 100 adults is now confined in an American jail or prison.”\textsuperscript{76}

The argument that mandatory minimums take away the race and class disparities in sentencing, because the sentences are supposed to be “colorblind,” ignores the fact that it is mostly men of color who receive the mandatory sentences.\textsuperscript{77} Mandatory terms and sentencing enhancements disproportionally increase black men’s admission rates to prison.\textsuperscript{78} In fact, it is the very belief that mandatory minimums are race neutral that results in the disparity. While counterintuitive, “when racial disparity is produced through race neutral policies, the institutionalization of racial difference is disguised” as acceptable and just.\textsuperscript{79} In the end, mandatory minimums simply allow white people to believe the criminal justice system is impartial, while the sentencing scheme continues to disproportionally affect black people.\textsuperscript{80}

Critics may counter by arguing that more black men are in prison because black men commit more crimes. This is clearly refuted by statistics: “from 1970 to 1996, the proportion of blacks in prison increased by 25%, while the proportion of blacks arrested for violent crimes dropped by 20%. From 1986 to 1991, the number of white drug offenders in state prisons increased by 110%, but the number of black offenders incarcerated grew by 465%.”\textsuperscript{81} Even though African-American men commit drug crimes in “rough proportion to their representation in the population at large, they were sentenced at a rate 5 to 6
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times their representation in the population.\textsuperscript{82} While one in 100 Americans is incarcerated, the statistics are even more jarring for black men. For black men eighteen years old or older, one in fifteen is incarcerated.\textsuperscript{83} For black men between the ages of twenty and thirty-four, one in nine is incarcerated.\textsuperscript{84}

Mandatory minimums may have been a reaction to public perception that judges exercised too much leniency in sentencing; however, the addition of mandatory minimums does not take away discretion—it just shifts it from judges to prosecutors.\textsuperscript{85} In a study of Pennsylvania case outcomes, the “findings support the long-suspected notion that mandatory minimums are not mandatory at all but simply substitute prosecutorial discretion for judicial discretion.”\textsuperscript{86} Judges have to impose the sentence that the law requires, but prosecutors have the discretion to choose what crime or crimes to charge.\textsuperscript{87} For example, a prosecutor could choose to file misdemeanor assault charges over more severe sex offenses without any oversight. Because prosecutorial discretion in charging and plea negotiation is “neither open to public review nor generally reviewable by the courts, the honesty and truth in sentencing . . . is compromised.”\textsuperscript{88} Mandatory minimums restrict judges’ discretion and lead to unfair sentences.\textsuperscript{89} Mandatory minimums should not be used because they replace judicial discretion with prosecutorial discretion.

Critics may argue that prosecutors are subject to the same public scrutiny that judges are held to because prosecutors are elected. This is true in the case of most lead prosecutors, who are elected and therefore have to follow public demands in order to keep their jobs.\textsuperscript{90} However, almost ninety percent of prosecutors are not elected.\textsuperscript{91} Although unelected prosecutors report to an elected boss, they do not face the same pressures as elected officials.\textsuperscript{92} While
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unelected prosecutors may face pressure from their elected boss, prosecutors do not have to hold themselves to the same standards of fairness that judges do. Prosecutors are inherently advocates for one side, whereas judges are a neutral party. While not all judges are elected, judges can be subject to public scrutiny because their job is to be impartial, demonstrating again that prosecutorial discretion is not equivalent to judicial discretion, and the discretion in sentencing should be left to judges, not prosecutors.

Mandatory minimums for sexual assault will not work. To support her argument in favor of mandatory minimums for rape, Izabelle Barraquiel Reyes points out the arguments against mandatory guidelines—“unwanted increases in prosecutorial discretion; the stripping of moral judgment from the criminal justice system; and reduction of disparity as a problematic goal of the Mandatory Guidelines system”—but fails to acknowledge the disparate impact these mandatory minimums will have on poor men of color.

Applying mandatory minimums to rape convictions is not good public policy. With the overwhelming public outrage to Turner’s case, it is understandable that lawmakers, advocates, and feminists want to do something. However, this “something” should not be applying mandatory minimums. It might be that the “something” needed to fix the criminal justice system is not implemented through the criminal justice system at all; to fix the criminal justice system, societal attitudes must first be fixed. Sexual assault is a huge problem in America, but it might be a larger symptom of gender inequality—“scapegoating one judge or ratcheting up sentences for acts that are already criminal will do little to solve [systematic gender inequality].” While it is extremely important to change societal attitudes, this type of change is slow. After the Brock Turner case, there was public outcry against lenient sentencing and the public wanted immediate action. California lawmakers decided imposing mandatory minimums was the best solution because it caused an immediate change. But despite the immediacy of change they bring, mandatory minimums are not the best solution.

Many rape activists are against mandatory minimums for sexual assault. Twenty-five feminist organizations published a letter acknowledging that mandatory minimums are a “harmful mistaken solution” to the sexual assault sentencing problem. They argue that because mandatory minimums did not
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work for drugs, mandatory minimums will not work for sexual assault either. Some supporters argue that mandatory minimums will address the racial bias that worked in Turner’s favor—Turner arguably got a light sentence because he is a young, affluent white male. In the past, however, “mandatory minimums [have] exacerbated racial and class disparities” in prosecution. It is admirable that lawmakers and the public want to do something to correct the injustice of Brock Turner’s case, but mandatory minimums are not the answer, especially because there are other, better options to alleviate current sentencing problems.

V. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS TO CURRENT SENTENCING

Current sentencing schemes are retaliatory, centered around “getting back at those convicted of crimes." Current rape laws, including mandatory minimums, are retaliatory sentences. In the criminal justice system, crimes are framed as being committed against the state, not against a certain person, even though that person is labeled a victim. It is questionable whether “current sentencing structures, which so often culminate in a sentence to jail or prison, are responsive to, and lead to the redressing of, the actual harm, including psychic harm, crimes inflict on individuals and the community as a whole.” One such redress is restorative justice. Restorative justice should be implemented in some cases.

Restorative justice may be a solution for only a minority of offenders. This solution would not apply to violent, serial rapists or people with a history of domestic violence. While diverting sex crimes away from the criminal justice system may seem counterintuitive, restorative justice ultimately benefits victims. Although it may seem to only fix part of the problem, if people can be stopped before they reoffend and genuinely rehabilitated, they can transform the community and save future potential victims.

Restorative justice is the opposite of the current retaliatory sentencing scheme because restorative justice requires the offender to “give back to others.” Although it is hard to find one overarching definition of restorative justice, the most succinct definition is offered by Howard Zehr: “restorative justice is a process to involve, to the extent possible, those who have a stake in a specific offense and to collectively identify and address harms, needs, and obligations, in order to heal and put things as right as possible.” In Changing Lenses, Zehr contends that his work on restorative justice provides “the
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conceptual framework for the movement and has influenced policymakers and practitioners throughout the world."\textsuperscript{105} The purpose of restorative justice is to “bring victims and offenders together in an inclusive encounter aiming at a consensual resolution of the prejudices caused by a crime.”\textsuperscript{106} Restorative justice has three core premises:

The first is that a crime violates people and the relationships between them. The second is that this violation spawns obligations. The third premise is that the primary obligation created by a crime is the right to wrong stemming from the violation. Restorative justice, when implemented, enables those who commit crimes to make amends, in a concrete and reparative way, for the harm their crimes have caused individuals and the community as a whole. Instead of concentrating on the execution of revenge, restorative justice strives for other ends: accountability, healing, peace, and wholeness.\textsuperscript{107}

Restorative justice allows society to change the lens through which it looks at the criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{108} Society can view crime as a personal violation against the victim, not as a crime against the state. Alternatively, instead of “viewing that [criminal justice] system as a mechanism for inflicting pain and tribulation on convicted offenders because of the pain and tribulation they have caused others,”\textsuperscript{109} restorative justice can change the view to “a mechanism through which at least many convicted offenders alleviate, through compensatory deeds, the harm their misdeeds have caused others, including the community as a whole.”\textsuperscript{110}

Restorative justice benefits victims. During the restorative justice process, “victims can experience a degree of catharsis as they explain to the person who victimized them the injurious effects of their crimes.”\textsuperscript{111} Victims can also receive “answers to questions that may have been troubling them, such as what propelled the offender to commit the crime in the first place.”\textsuperscript{112} These encounters give victims opportunities that the criminal justice system does not allow. Restorative justice also benefits offenders. Beyond avoiding incarceration, offenders can be rehabilitated instead of just being punished. Going through a court procedure can be shameful and stigmatizing for offenders.\textsuperscript{113} However, if the “shaming is focused on the [behavior] and not on the person and is followed by gestures of reacceptance, it is a powerful emotion that can lead to desistance.”\textsuperscript{114}
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The restorative justice approach is entirely consensual.\textsuperscript{115} Offenders have the opportunity to choose to be part of a restorative justice program.\textsuperscript{116} An offender must be willing to acknowledge harm for the process to be beneficial to the victim and society.\textsuperscript{117} If an offender is “reticent to remedy that harm, imposition of a restorative sentence would be futile, erode the commitment of other convicted offenders trying to remedy their past misconduct, and could, in a sense, re-victimize the community.”\textsuperscript{118} An offender must recognize the harm and take responsibility. The consensual aspect of restorative justice is one way to minimize the amount of cases going through the program.

The best way to understand restorative justice is to see an example of a successful program. Project RESTORE (Responsibility and Equity for Sexual Transgressions Offering Restorative Experience) was a pilot restorative justice program started in Pima County, Arizona. The mission was: “to facilitate a victim-centered, community-driven resolution of selected individual sex crimes that creates and carries out a plan for accountability, healing, and public safety.”\textsuperscript{119} Project RESTORE was shaped around needs identified by victims of sexual assault that were not met by traditional criminal justice system measures.\textsuperscript{120} These needs included: input in regard to their case, ability to tell their story without being interrupted, validation, safety and shaping a resolution to meet their emotional needs.\textsuperscript{121} Project RESTORE was for acquaintance rape and misdemeanor sex crimes.\textsuperscript{122} It did not allow the participation of “repeat sexual offenders, persons with police reports for domestic violence, or individuals with arrests for any crimes involving non-sexual forms of physical assault.”\textsuperscript{123} An offender could not participate restorative justice if they were perceived to be a threat to public safety.\textsuperscript{124}

Project RESTORE involved a four-stage process to address the stated needs of victims.\textsuperscript{125} These stages included (1) referral and intake, (2) preparation, (3) conference, and (4) monitoring and reintegration.\textsuperscript{126} During stage one, prosecutors referred eligible cases to program personnel who then contacted the victims.\textsuperscript{127} Eligible cases included acquaintance rape and misdemeanor sex crimes.\textsuperscript{128} If the victim did not wish to participate, the offender was never
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offered a chance to participate; however, if the victim did wish to participate, the offender was then contacted.129 During intake, the victim and offender (with his or her lawyer) had separate meetings with project personnel to review the Project RESTORE manual, discuss program requirements, and sign informed consent forms.130 If either the victim or offender did not consent to Project RESTORE, the case was sent back to the prosecutor’s office for regular prosecution.131 If both the victim and offender consented, the offender then met with a forensic evaluator, who had to approve the offender’s participation in Project RESTORE before moving on to stage two.132

Stage two was the preparation stage. The project personnel met separately and individually with the victim and the offender; both were allowed to have their family and friends present during this meeting.133 During these separate meetings, project personnel reviewed safety concerns, ground rules, conference statements, and the format of the conference between the victim and the offender.134 The victim wrote an impact statement and the offender wrote a responsibility statement.135 Personnel helped shape the statements and, in the case of impact statements, discouraged “ad hominem statements such as pervert, scumbag, or words that could be considered profanity.”136 They also discouraged excessive shaming of the offender because it could be counterproductive to the healing process.137 Many of the offender’s responsibility statements started out as too vague and impersonal, and personnel worked with the offender to include more information and emotion.138 Personnel asked for the victim’s input in forming a redress plan for the offender and helped prepare the offender for what might be part of the redress plan.139 Each redress plan was individualized to the offender to minimize the risk of reoffending.140 Redress plans included volunteer opportunities, reparations to the victim, symbolic reparations such as donations, drug or alcohol treatment, psychotherapy, and no contact.141 Redress plans always included “weekly supervision by program staff” and “quarterly supervision by the community board.”142 The most important part of the preparation stage was to:

Ensure that the [victim] is ready to go to a meeting with enough emotional control and confidence that she/he will not feel reabused by completely breaking down, that the [offender] is ready to stay on
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message and accept redress plans without resistance, and that everyone knows the group rules in advance and the consequences of breaking them.143

Once the participants were adequately prepared, they were ready for stage three, the actual conference. The conference included program personnel, the facilitator, the victim, the offender, the victim’s friends and family, and the offender’s friends and family.144 The victim decided if he or she wanted to read his or her impact statement first or the offender to read his or her responsibility statement first.145 When the victim read his or her statement, he or she described the incident and how it affected him or her.146 After the victim spoke, the offender summarized in his or her own words what the victim said.147 When the offender spoke, he or she described the incident and his or her responsibility for the incident.148 After the victim and offender had both spoken, the friends and family of each had the opportunity to describe how the incident affected them.149 After each person spoke, the offender had to summarize how the incident affected that person.150 When the offender spoke, the victim was “asked to provide feedback on whether the restatement capture[d] her intended meaning, or to reemphasize certain points until the [offender could] verbalize them.”151

The victim and offender then discussed the redress agreement, with input from the other people at the meeting.152 The victim, offender, program personnel, and facilitator then signed the agreement.153 The conference ended with the offender leaving immediately, but the victim and the victim’s family and friends could stay in the room if they wished to discuss their feelings in the aftermath of the conference.154

The fourth and final stage of Project RESTORE was accountability and reintegration. Program personnel supervised the offender for the next year while he or she completed the redress agreement.155 The offender had meetings with the Community Accountability and Reintegration Board (CARB).156 The CARB was made up of volunteer community members and the decision to continue offering support or to terminate the plan rested with the CARB.157 The CARB represented both the community and the idea that offenses are not just
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perpetrated on a specific victim, but against the community at large.\textsuperscript{158} Although
the victim’s active participation in the process was over after the redress
agreement was signed, the victim would be immediately notified if the offender
failed to complete the program or reoffended.\textsuperscript{159} The victim was also allowed
to attend any CARB meetings.\textsuperscript{160} One year after the initial conference, the
offenders went to his or her final CARB meeting.\textsuperscript{161} At this meeting the offender
read a letter detailing his or her progress and reflection. This meeting
symbolized the formal recognition of his or her “reintegration back into society
as a law-abiding citizen.”\textsuperscript{162}

Project RESTORE was established as a supplement to the criminal justice
system.\textsuperscript{163} If the offender did not complete the program, that offender could be
executed.\textsuperscript{164} When the offender successfully completed the program, the
“judge dismisse[d] the case without the possibility of refiling it.”\textsuperscript{165}

Project RESTORE ended in 2007 when the funding ran out.\textsuperscript{166} When the
program ended, it had an 80% completion rate and “those offenders accepted
responsibility in a noticeably different manner from their initial statements.”\textsuperscript{167}
Implementing programs like Project RESTORE around the United States is one
way to fix the rape sentencing crisis.

Restorative justice is meant to change the message that society sends to
offenders. Offenders learn to avoid criminal conduct because crimes hurt other
people, not merely because crimes are illegal.\textsuperscript{168} It is also more constructive for
society to denounce crime “by doing things for the victim (and requiring the
offenders to do so), rather than against the offender.”\textsuperscript{169} Implementing programs
based on Project RESTORE across the United States is a way to fix the rape
sentencing crisis in specific cases. Restorative justice is beneficial because it
gives agency back to the victim and allows the victim to make decisions that the
traditional criminal justice system takes away from them. It allows victims to
get closure in a different way than the criminal justice system can offer.

Because community involvement is a key feature of restorative justice that
distinguishes it from the traditional criminal justice system, it is imperative that
the community is involved from the beginning of implementing the program.
When planning to implement a restorative justice program in a community,
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policymakers should remember “major changes in a criminal-justice system are
more likely to garner the support of key constituencies within that system if they
are spearheaded and contoured by a diverse coalition of individuals drawn from
these constituencies.” 170  The CARB portion of Project RESTORE allowed the
community to be involved. If future restorative justice programs are based on
the Project RESTORE model, a coalition of community members initiating the
project could turn into a beneficial community board. The committee planning
the program and the community members implementing the program need to be
representative of the community in order to help the community more readily
accept and respect restorative justice. Each community is different and each
community should ensure their restorative justice program is reflective of that
specific community’s values.

Another important element of involving the community is educating the
community. Because the restorative justice will likely be a foreign concept,
community members will probably not understand its details or benefits. The
planning committee should explain the “comparative benefits of, and risks
associated with, restorative sentences . . . in a candid and truthful way that
forestalls irrational fears about them and garners the community’s long-term
support for them.” 171  The planning committee must clearly communicate that
the restorative justice approach would not be available to violent offenders or
serial rapists. Community participation, support, and understanding are key to
a successful restorative justice program.

VI. CONCLUSION

The public outcry over Brock Turner brought rape sentencing into the
spotlight; however, rape adjudication has many problems that begin before the
sentencing phase. Lack of reporting, policing, prosecuting, and convictions all
lead to a lack of rapists being sentenced. Light sentences may send a message
to rapists that they can get away with the crime. While critics of restorative
justice may posit that it allows rapists to commit rape without any criminal
penalties, the community-based focus of restorative justice teaches offenders
that crimes affect more than just the victim. Restorative justice also redirects
the focus away from the state and onto the most important person involved—the
victim. It gives the victim a voice that the traditional criminal justice system
takes away.

Changing rape sentencing will take more than just changing the sentencing
phase of rape adjudication. For more people to be sentenced, more people have
to report. More charges have to be pressed based on these police reports. More
defendants need to be found guilty. For that to happen, society needs to change
how it views and discusses rape.

It is understandable that the public was outraged with the Brock Turner
case, but a rush to mandatory minimums is a mistaken solution that will not
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systematically solve the issue. Mandatory minimums are not the answer to the sentencing failures of sex crimes. Reactively establishing mandatory minimums is a rash decision that has been proven not to work in drug cases—and while drugs and sexual assault are different, mandatory minimums similarly will not work for sexual assault. Sentencing solutions must be thoroughly contemplated and planned instead of rashly imposed in reaction to public outcry. Restorative justice, if well planned and well executed, can be a beneficial solution to rape victims, offenders, and the community as a whole. For those who do choose to participate in restorative justice, it can change the lives of those involved because it shifts the focus of the lens from the offender to the victim. A traditional rape prosecution is “almost entirely offender-driven because the focus remains on achieving justice through conviction, punishment, and imprisonment.”172 However, restorative justice is important because it is a victim-oriented reform that returns agency to the victim. Victim-oriented reforms are important because in the legal system:

The defendant has considerably more ‘power’ than the victim. Not only are the rights of the defendant constitutionally protected, but in defending those rights the defendant has, at least in theory, an advocate in the defense attorney. The prosecutor does not play the same role for the victim, but is instead an advocate for the state, and the interests of the state may often conflict with those of the victim.173 Restorative justice benefits the victim, offender, and the community as a whole. Restorative justice supplements, rather than replaces, the current sentencing scheme. Instead of changing traditional prosecution, restorative justice is an option for specific victims. The consensual nature of restorative justice also makes it a valuable option; no one is forced to participate in the restorative justice model if they feel they will be re-victimized or will not get anything out of it.

Brock Turner’s case was shocking to the public, but likely not the only one of its kind. This case brought into the spotlight the unjust nature of sentencing laws in rape cases. One measure to re-introduce a different type of justice into rape sentencing is restorative justice. For Brock Turner’s case, restorative justice could not have been applied because Turner almost certainly would not have consented to restorative justice.174 But, would the situation have turned out differently if there was restorative justice? Would he have taken responsibility for his actions if he had known there was an option? There is no way to know. But maybe, as society works to prevent first-time offenders, it can simultaneously work to prevent future Brock Turners from reoffending.
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